G-TEKT: On its way to the top

G-TEKT was founded in April 2011 through the merger of two companies that go back as far as 1922. The fusion of these two highly specialized manufacturers of car bodies and transmission components, press dies, welding jigs and tools necessary for mass production offers globally positioned automotive manufacturers invaluable advantages:

G-TEKT delivers high-quality and cost-efficient products, construction and development proposals as well as system solutions – all within a very short time!

Car body components for automotive manufacturers from all over the world

We work with state-of-the-art transfer press machines and steel sheet lines. We use proprietary press tools in order to provide our customers with truly first-class stamped parts.

Light and high-strength – thanks to hot stamping

Through the simultaneous application of different technologies, we are able to produce parts with excellent material properties. This method saves both time and costs while guaranteeing highest quality even for mass production.

Precise synchronization

Time is Money: We coordinate our production process to closely match our customers’ workflow.

G-TEKT: Competence, know-how and reliability

Whether individual parts or complex assemblies are concerned – G-TEKT’s vehicle construction components, transmission parts and complex system solutions are used all around the globe. And what is the reason for this? Our specialists work closely with automotive manufacturers and jointly develop suitable solutions which are convincing on both a technical and economical level.

G-TEKT: A unique global network

Our clients in the automotive industry have access to 26 production sites in 20 regions and 11 countries, two research and development centers as well as a further center that is solely dedicated to research.

If you have any enquiries please feel free to contact our G-TEKT office in Munich.